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Word families are groups of words with common endings, also known as phonograms or discs. The ending includes vowels (or vowels that make up the vowel sound) and consonant letters that follow. Teaching the word family order is a key component of basic spelling education. Grouping words into family words is a useful way to start
teaching spelling. In kindergarten, children hear and speak rhymed words and begin to study the spelling patterns that form the basis for many common syllables. The study of words for family lists of words progresses from simple VC (vowel consonants) spelling patterns (it is, a) to CVC, CVCe and VCC spelling patterns. Back How
SpellingCity operates common core government standards related to Word Families CCSS. ELA-Literacy.L.3.2.f Using spelling patterns and generalizations (e.g. family words, position-based spelling, syllables, end rules, meaningful parts of words) in word writing. -ack: back, black, crack, package, charlatan, rack, bag, stack, tack, track -
Ail: failure, prison, post, nail, bucket, rail, sail, snail, tail, trail-ain: brain, chain, leak, get, grain, main, pain, rain, spot, train -ake: bake, cake, fake, cereal, lake, make, rake, shake, snake, take-ale: bale, male, pale, sale, scale, stale, same shame, hand-- than, van-in: bank, empty, crank, drunk, prank, rank, sunken, slap, tank, thank-you-up:
cap, cotton, flap, lap, map, sleep, snap, faucet, trap, zap-ash: cash, accident, dash, flash, mash, rash, slash, smash, splash, trash - on: bat, cat, fat, flat, hat, hate, late, mate, plate, speed, skate, state-au: claw, draw, lack, jaw, law, raw, saw, , play, pray, beam, say, spray, stay, tray, way-eat: beat, cheat, eat, heat, meat, neat, seat, treat,
wheat -elle: bell, cage, dropped, sell, shell, smell, spell, say, well, scream- : dice, mouse, good, price, rice, slice, spices, double-ick: brick, chicken, click, kick, lick, pick up, fast, sick, stick, trick-ide: slide, hide, pride, ride, slide, slide, slide, slide, , fear, light, maybe night, right, sight, hard -- sick: cold, drill, fill, grill, hill, kill, mill, tablet, feather,
piercing, skill, Spill, , skin, spin, tin, thin, win-ine: dine, fine, line, mine, nine, pine, glitter, spine, pig, vine-ing: bring, cling, king, ring, sing, sting, string, swing, thing, wing-ink: blink, drink, ink, link, pink, rink, sink, stink, think Ship review, ride, zip-it: bit, fits, : block, clock, dock, herd, knock, lock, layout, rock, shock, sock-ok: broke, throttle, joke,
poke, smoke, spoken, stroke, woke-op, drop, flop, hops, mop, cotton, pop shop, stop, top ore: casual work, core, ripped, worn -OT: point, got, hot, lots, no, pot, plot, rot, lynx, shot -uck: cluck, duck, luck, pluck, puck, snuck, stuck, hit, truck, tuck-ug: bug, drug, hug, jug, mug, fork, rug, slug, snug, tug-unk: bunk, piece, dunk, flunk, hunk,
trash, skunk, stunk, sunken, barrel : ar, er, ir, or, yours, ch, ph, sh, th, wh, bl, cl, fl, gl, pl, sl, st, br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr, wr, ang, ing, ong, ung, Page 2Oh no! We found no results for word%20families%20word%20lists. Please check your spelling and try again. Advertisement.EnchantedLearning.com is a user-supported site. As a bonus,
members of the site have access to a banner-ad free version of the site, with print friendly pages. Click here to find out more. (Already a member? click here.) Assess the level of our subscribers on this page: 1st - 2nd match Rhymed WordsDolch WordsBlends EnchantedLearning.comWord Family Families Families are groups of words
that have a common feature or pattern - they have some of the same combinations of letters in them and a similar sound. For example, a cat, hat and fat has a family of words with a common combination of sound and letters. The 37 most common families of words in English (according to Wylie and Darrell) are: ack, ain, ake, ale, all,
ame, ank, ap, ash, at, ate, aw ay, eat, ell, est, ice, ick, ide, ight, ill, in, ine, ing, ink, ip, it, ock, oke, op, ore, ot, uck, ug, ump, unk. Many nursery rhymes contain the common word of family. You can use these rhymes to teach these combinations of letters (and how they are written and spoken) by having students sound them after
memorizing rhymes. You can study one word of family per week. Students can use a dictionary of images of little researchers to look for more words that belong to the families of words. Below is a list of the most common families of words in English (from Wylie and Darrell, 1970, plus a few additional word families) and examples of each.
Word Families ack attack back black crack hack Jack agility no pack charlatan rack bag trail mark of the wake of the announcement Ad Brad Cad dressed dad doodad glad that the guy crazy pad sad age cages engage the fury of the sage stage ail fail prison jail nail sails snail's tail wail a chain of brains complaining to get the grain of the
main get the pain of the simple rain fake flake Jake Lake to make a snake Gale feces male pale scale sale stale whale all ball call fall Gall Hall to set up shopping centre a small flurry of stall high thrall walls am clam dam ladies drama exam gram ham jam jam mam ram Sam scam Spam swam tam tram wham yam yam ame blame came
to fame flame-frame clan Dan fan flanker Fran Yang Japan man pan pecan plan ran a scan cover of Stan tan than van Ank Bank bank Cranky raw saw flank frank Hank board prank rank sank spank tank to yank the ap flap to clap the flap of the lap card of the dream juice scrap slap slap with a harness strap trap to wrap the yap ar bar of
the car king far gar guitar can mar par spar star of the ashes king of the Ashes bash saucy collision that vat ate abate ate crate date discussing the date of the gate grate hate Kate's late mat plate bid include sate skate state aw caw claw draw a flaw gnawing jaw law paws raw saw slaw straw thaw Ai from The Bay of Bray Day break-up
display of flaky gray hay soy may not well pay to play waterfront relay replay to say Slay beat cheat cleat there is a feat of welcome warm meat neat peat pleated seats to treat wheat eel eel feel heel keel on knee coil coil Wheel eep beep creep deep jeep to keep peep rash sheep sleep steep sweep of crying beetroot legs fleet welcome
meet sheet of sleet street sweet tweet Bell cell Dell live goodbye fell hell sell shell smell spell swell say well shout enmen wren yen ent accent bent cent dent event gentleman lent rent smell sent held tent ventilation went est best breast crest nest pests test resting vest western zest ice ice bones mice good price rice slice of spice splice
triple vice-ik brick chicken click flick Flick Flick Flick Flick pick up fast Rick sick slick stick thick tick trick wick ide bride decide slip pride ride side slide ight bright delight to fight flight fright of The Knight's Height Light can night plight right Vision small dense today ile bile file mile Neil a bunch of rile smile stile tile vile while a sick bill of dill drill
filled with ruffled gill hill gill sick Jill kill krill mill pill pen piercing window sill The skill spill is still swill thrills before the trill will be in the bin chin chin din fin gin smirk in kin-pin-blue skin dine fine line mine nine pine shine shrine sine spine swine tine twin vinee wine ing bring cling fl King ping ring sing sling spring sting string string wing wring zk
blink brink drink fink ink link mink pink rink sink sink sink think wink ip blip chip dip drip drip hip lip nip quip ship rip sip slip snip strip tip trip whip zip it admit bit fit flit grit hit it kit knit lit pit throw sit skit slit snit spit split twit wit oatmeal coat float bowl goat oatmeal stoat throat ok Block clock cock cock croc dock dock dock juicer castle mock
o'clock rock sock sock shares og blog swamp catalog clog cog dog fog frog jock magazine slog smog boiling broil coil oil igloo mu Too Wu zoo ood good hood standing wooden ood brood food mood oof goof proof roof parody uof hoof hoof ook book brook hook hook hook hook rook shook took Oom flower boom boom gloom groom loom
room zoom ool cool drool to fool the pool coil tool oon ball loon moon noon soon spoon swoon Oop coop to lower the hoop loop scoop Slouch troops oot (long oo) boot hoot scoot shoot oot (short oo) legs soot op Bop Chop cop crop top flop lop lop pop props sop shop stop top ore bore chorus core fore gore knowledge over ore Pors score
shore sore spores shop sworn ripped in the past orn decorate born corn unfortunate horn morn shorn shorn shorn shorn shorn shorn worn OT apricot slick bot clot dot forgot got a hot knot jot lots not plot pot rot shot slot spot tt lynx to be bought brought brought to fight must look for wrought thoughts ould could ouse douse the tete of the
house in a thick tout As now the plough sow the vow of the ou (rhyme with low) bow blow crow stream glow to grow low mow row show slow snow sow to throw your own brown crown down to drown the dress night shirt of the city uck buck cartridge duck duck puck stuck Hit truck harness hump jump lump of chubby pump rump slump
stump trump un bun fun gun pun run shunt to stun sun unk piece drunken dunk funk hunk junk slunk skunk slunk spunk sunk barrel books for the print about Word Families Words, that rhyme with adA Printable Mini BookA tiny, a printed book about simple words rhymes with ad - for early readers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8
pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.1 Words: Dad, glad guy, crazy, playground, sad, and Can you come up with another word that rhymes with the ad? Words that rhyme with the AilA Printable Mini BookA tiny, printed books about simple words rhyme with Ail - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is
8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.8 Words: mail, nail, bucket, quail, snail, tail, and Can you come up with another word that rhymes with ail? Words that rhyme with the AkeA Printable Mini BookA tiny, printed books about simple words rhyme with ake - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8
pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.inches Words: Bake, Cake, Flakes, Lake, Snake, Rake, and Can You Come up with another word that rhymes with ak? Words that rhyme with the AllA Printable Mini BookA tiny, printed books about simple words rhyme with everything - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to
print and is 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.1 Words: ball, call, drop, hall, small, tall, and Can you come up with another word that With everyone? AN Words BookA book for early readers with words that have en sound as can, fan, man, van, and pan. Each page has a copy offer. Copy. Reporter: Dan ran. Fran has a can.
Yang can use a fan. He's got a van. The plan has begun. Pecan in a saucepan. Nan is from Japan. Words that rhyme with arA Printable Mini BookA are tiny, printed books about simple words rhymed with ar- for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.1 Words: bar,
car, far away, jar, scar, star, and Can you come up with another word that rhymes with ar? AT Words BookA is a book for early readers with words that have to sound like a cat, hat, rat, vat, and mat. Each page has a copy offer. Pages include: Matt is on the bat. Pat has a hat. It's a fat cat. Nat was sitting on the mat. The bat spat. Rat in a
vat. Drat, mosquito. 'At' Words Mini BookA Printable Writing BookA is a tiny, printed book about simple words rhyming with 'at' - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.inches Words: cat, cat, hat, fat, rat, sitting, and Can you come up with another word that
rhymes with on? EN Words BookA book for early readers with words that have en sound like pen, chicken, and when. Each page has a copy offer. Pages include: Ben has a pen. There are ten people. Glen saw the chicken. Wren is in the hairdryer. Gwen asked: When? And Ken said: Then! Words that rhyme with the IgA Printable Mini
BookA tiny, printed books about simple words rhyme with ig - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.8 Words: big, dig, fig, pig, twig, wig, and Can you come up with another word that rhymes with ig? NURSERY RHYMES COLORING BOOKA Mother Goose
children's coloring rhyme you can print, read and color. Words that rhyme with OolA Printable Mini BookA are tiny, printed books about simple words rhymed with ool - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in.1 Words: school, tool, chair, reel, pool, fool, and Can
you come up with another word that rhymes with ool? THERE WAS OLD LADY WHO SWALLOWED FLYA booklet for print and color. Rhymed WordsA Printed Activity BookA is a short, printed book about rhymed words - for early readers. The book has pages for the student to cut, objects of color, and rhyme words to find and write.
Words that rhyme with UgA Printable Mini BookA are tiny, printed books about simple words rhymed with ug - for early readers and writers. The book has 2 pages to print and is 8 pages for the student to cut, color, and write in. Words: bug, dug, jug, mug, pug, carpet, and Can Do you come up with another word that rhymes with ug? Word
Wheels on Word Family Word Wheel - AKE Words AKE Word Wheel. This 2-page print makes the word wheel; It consists of a base page along with a wheel that revolves around. When you spin the wheel, six words that rhyme with formed one at a time: rake, cake, pastry, snake, cereal and lake. The student then records the words that
are formed by the word wheel and six others with the same ending. The Word Wheel - AN Words AN word wheel. This 2-page print makes the word wheel; It consists of a base page along with a wheel that revolves around. When you spin the wheel, six words that rhyme with en formed, one at a time: pan, fan, man, ran, can, and van.
The student then records the words that are formed by the word wheel and six others with the same ending. FREE Word Wheel - AR Words AR word wheel. This 2-page print makes the word wheel; It consists of a base page along with a wheel that revolves around. When you spin the wheel, six words that rhyme with the ar formed, one
at a time: bar, scar, star, car, far away, and jar. The student then records the words that are formed by the word wheel and six others with the same ending. The word Wheel is THE AT WordsAT word wheel. This 2-page print makes the word wheel; It consists of a base page along with a wheel that revolves around. When you spin the
wheel, six words that rhyme with the on are formed, one at a time: cat, hat, vat, rat, fat, and bat. The student then records the words that are formed by the word wheel and six others with the same ending. The word Wheel - en Words en word wheel. This 2-page print makes the word wheel; It consists of a base page along with a wheel
that revolves around. When you spin the wheel, six words are formed that rhyme with en, one at a time: chicken, wren, men, ten, pen, and when. The student then records the words that are formed by the word wheel and six others with the same ending. Make Word Wheel words --Make a wheel about common words using this 2-page
printout; It consists of a base page along with two wheels that rotate around. When you rotate the wheels, there are many common complex words. The inner wheel has letters C, F, G, H, L, P, t, and s. The outer wheel has letter combinations: AB, ad, am, an, ap, ar, as, and at. The student then records the complex words that are formed
by the wheel (not every combination is the right word). Possible answers: taxi, gab, lab, tab, cad, quirk, skunk, guy, was, pad, sad, a little, cam, ham, there, maybe fan, pan, tan, cap, tear, lap, juice, faucet, car, away, gar, steam, resin, gas, eat, cat, fat, hat, pat, sat, tat. Make word Word Wheel -e-Make a wheel about common words using
this 2-page printout; It consists of a base page along with two wheels that rotate around. When you rotate the wheels, there are many common complex words. The inner wheel has letters b, g, h, l, m, p, s, and w. The outer wheel has letter combinations: eb, ed, eg, em, en, er, et, and ew. The student then records complex words that
wheel (not every combination is the right word). Possible answers: bed, ask, gem, get, hem, chicken, her, hew, headed, foot, let, men, met, meow, peg, pen, for, pet, bench, set, sewing, web, wed, wen, wet. Make words of the word Wheel -i-Make a wheel about common words using this 2-page printout; It consists of a base page along
with two wheels that rotate around. When you rotate the wheels, there are many common complex words. The inner wheel has letters B, d, f, h, l, r, s, and w. The outer wheel has letter combinations: ib, id, ig, im, in, ip, it, and ix. The student then records the complex words that are formed by the wheel (not every combination is the right
word). Possible answers: bib, bet, big, bin, bit, made, dig, dim, din, drop, fig, fin, fit, fix, hid, hip, hit, cover, lips, lit, ribs, rid, installation, rim, rip, sin, sip, sir, six, wig, win, wit. It consists of a base page along with two wheels that rotate around. When you rotate the wheels, there are many common complex words. The inner wheel has letters
b, c, d, h, p, r, s, and t. The outer wheel has letter combinations: ob, od, og, on, op, ot, ow and ox. The student then records the complex words that are formed by the wheel (not every combination is the right word). Possible answers: Bob, swamp, bot, bow, box, cob, cod, cog, con, policeman, shy, cow, Hod, pig, hop, hot, like, forehead,
magazine, lop, lots, low, lox, crowd, mod, mop, mow, no, now, sobbing, sop, son, sow, ton, top, and tug. Make word Word Wheel -u-Make a wheel about common words using this 2-page printout; It consists of a base page along with two wheels that rotate around. When you rotate the wheels, there are many common complex words. The
inner wheel has letters b, c, d, h, p, r, s, and t. The outer wheel has letter combinations: ub, ud, ug, un, up, yours, us, and ut. The student then records the complex words that are formed by the wheel (not every combination is the right word). Possible answers: bud, bug, bun, bus, but, cub, cad, cup, cus, cut, dub, hopeless, dug, dun, hub,
hug, hut, pub, pug, pun, pus, put, rub, rug, run, rut, sub, sun, sup, tug. Events about Word family words that rhyme with ... SheetsIn these printed sheets the student writes six words that rhyme with a simple sound. Sheets including sounds: ad, ag, ake, all as well, a, ar, na, ate, ai, ed, ee, ell, en, est, et, ig, ink, ING, IP, og, and op, OT, un.
The word of families used in children's rhymes: Bees: ai, maybe hay. Boy in the barn: ah, hay, away. Curly castles: foreign, mine, pig. Five spotted frogs: og, frog, magazine; ool, cool, pool. Georgie Porgy: Ai, play, away. Hey Diddle Diddle: iddle, diddle, violin; oon, spoon, moon. Hickey, Picketi, My Black Chicken: en, chicken, gentlemen;
Ah, day, lay. Hickory Dickori Dock: ok, dock, clock; ive, five, hive; Ine, nine, okay. Humpty Dumpty: everything, the wall, the fall. Hush A Bye Baby: everything, everything, fall. I'm a little kettle: exit, spout, thick. Jack and Jill: Sick, Jill, Hill; own, down, crown. Jack be nimble: Ick, quick, stick. Knick Knack Paddy Kick: ee, three, knee; ive, five,
hive; ine, nine, glitter; en, ten, chicken, eleven, heaven. Paradise. Bo Peep: eep, peek, sheep. Little boy blue: orn, horns, corn; eep, sheep, asleep. Little Jack Horner: horn, angle. Small mouse: ouse, mouse, house; eal, steal, food; Out, oh; un, fun, run; eep, creep, peek. Little Sally Walker: est, west, better. Mary, Mary, quite the opposite:
ary, Mary, on the contrary; ow, string, grow; Ella, shells, bells. Mockingbird: ING, ring, sing; brass, glass. Monday's child: Ace, Grace, Face; ING, giving, life; Ah, day, gay. North Wind Doth Blow: ow, blow, snow; ING, wing, thing. Old Mother Hubbard: Ead, bread, dead; On, cat, hat; ig, wig, jig; oatmeal, coat, goat. One, two, buckle my
shoes: en, ten, chicken; twelve, delve deeper. One, two, three, four, five: Yves, alive, five. Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater: Elle, Shell, well. Rain, rain: ah, away, day. Rub-a-Dub-Dub: ub, dub, tub; ee, be three. See-Saw Marjorie Dow: OY, Dow, Saw, Straw. Sing the song Six Pence: ING, King, Sing; oney, money, darling. Starlight, Star Bright
: ight, light, bright, night. Ten little monkeys: ed, bed, head. There was Crooked Man: ILE, Mile, Style; ouse, mouse, house. There was an old lady who swallowed a fly: on, a cat that; og, pigs, dogs; A cow like. Three blind mice: if, wife, knife. Three small kittens: en, kitten, mittens; ear, darling, fear. On the market: ig, pig, jig; og, pigs,
jogging. Tom, Tom, Piper's son: eat, eat, beat. Tommy Tittlemouse: ouse, Tittlemouse, house. Tweedle Doom and Tweedle Dee: attle, battle, rattle. Winters, mint, canteens, corn, orn, corn, thorn; OK, castle, herd; est, west, nest. Wee Willy Winky: your own, city, nightgown; Okay, castle, clock. What are the little girls made of? What are
the little boys made of?: ice, spices, nice; snails, snails, tails. Yankee Doodle: Andy, dandy, comfortable; ING, Gooding, pudding. Pudding. word family lists pdf. word family lists printable. word family lists first grade. word family lists kindergarten. word family lists third grade. bnc/coca word family lists. free printable word family lists. root
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